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ASSIGNMENT NO. 1  
(Units 11-14)

Note: All questions carry equal marks.

Q. 1 Why serials’ Indexing and Abstracting service is necessary in libraries? Explain in detail.

Q. 2 Explain some of the Major Indexing and Abstracting Services of the World.

Q. 3 Cataloging and Classification is very important feature in Serials Organization. Explain rules, problems and unique features of serials cataloguing.

Q. 4 Electronic/Web Journals are very successful format why? Discuss.

Q. 5 Computer-based Serials Control is an important bibliographic utility how? Explain in detail about bibliographic utilities centers/networks.
ASSIGNMENT NO.2
(Unit 15-18)

Total Marks: 100
Pass Marks: 40

Note: All questions carry equal marks.

Q. 1 What role National Library of Pakistan can play as Bibliographic Agency in Bibliographic Control of Serials?

Q. 2 Serials preservation and conservation is an important activity, how? What is the process of binding of serials publication?

Q. 3 Selection of vendor/agent for serials publication is very tedious job, how? Explain.

Q. 4 Write in detail the skills and qualification required for a serial librarian.

Q. 5 How serial librarian can make available the back issues and outstanding journals for a library? Discuss in detail.